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Abstract

This chapter introduces an integrated network and traffic simulation platform,
called NCTUns. This platform provides the capabilities of road network simulation,
communication and network protocol simulation, vehiculartraffic simulation, and a
feedback loop among them. As such, it is very suitable for advanced wireless vehicular
ad hoc network research where a vehicle needs to change its moving behavior after
receiving a message from a neighboring vehicle or from an infrastructure network. In
this chapter, we present the platform architecture of NCTUns and illustrate its operations
for conducting advanced wireless vehicular ad hoc network research. More information
about this open source tool is available at http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless vehicular ad hoc network research plays an important role within the
field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The objectives of this emerging
research have been identified and classified into three categories: vehicle/pedestrian
safety improvement, road and traffic information dissemination, and Internet information
retrieval/entertainment. Conceivably, with this novel technology, many applications will
be enabled to improve our driving and traveling experiences. Wireless vehicular ad hoc
network is considered a promising networking solution to many ITS applications.

One important concern of wireless vehicular ad hoc network is about network protocols.
Due to the high mobility of vehicles moving on the roads, protocols developed for general
mobile ad hoc networks are unsuitable for such an environment. A new suite of protocols
need to be designed and their functions and performances need to be evaluated. However,
conducting real experiments on roads for this type of network is both expensive and
dangerous. The cost may include many rented vehicles, many purchased communication
equipments, and many employed experimenters. Sometimes, during a experiment with
a specifically-designed high-speed scenario, the experimenters may even face potential
dangers such as collisions with vehicles and pedestrians.

Using the simulation approach in the protocol design and evaluation phases for such
a network is economic, flexible, and safe. A network simulator that can be used to study
such a network must be able to 1) simulate communication and network protocols (i.e.,
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network simulation), 2) simulate road and vehicle traffic (i.e., traffic simulation), and 3)
tightly integrate both network and traffic simulations so that there is a feedback loop
between them during simulation. Nowadays, few (if there is any) network simulators or
traffic simulators meet all of these requirements. NCTUns network simulator and emulator
[1] is an exception. This chapter presents the design, implementation, and capabilities of
NCTUns for wireless vehicular ad hoc network research.

II. NCTUNS INTEGRATED SIMULATION PLATFORM

NCTUns 1.0 [2] was originally developed as a network simulator with unique network
simulation capabilities. In the release of NCTUns 4.0 [1], NCTUns incorporates traffic
simulation (e.g., road network construction and microscopic vehicle mobility models)
with its existing network simulation, tightly integrates them together, and provides a fast
feedback loop between them. As such, now NCTUns is a useful simulation platform for
wireless vehicular ad hoc network research.

In this section, we introduce the major components of NCTUnsand their relationships.
The operational procedures in NCTUns are also presented to explain how NCTUns
simulates wireless vehicular ad hoc networks. Fig. 1 depicts the platform architecture
of NCTUns. There are four major components existing in NCTUns: Graphical User
Interface (GUI), Simulation Engine (SE), Car Agent (CA), and Signal Agent (SA). They
are explained in the following subsections, respectively.

A. GUI (Graphical User Interface)

The GUI aims at providing useful facilities to let users specify network configuration
quickly and efficiently. Four major functions are supportedby the GUI to help users
easily generate the configuration files required by a simulation case. The files will be
read by other components at the beginning of a simulation. Wewill explain them in the
rest of this chapter. In this subsection, we present the fourmajor functions and their
corresponding output files.

• Road Network Construction
The GUI provides many convenient facilities for users to construct their desired
road network in a user-friendly environment. For instance,road deployment can be
accomplished through a few operations of mouse clicking anddrawing instead of
editing a complex road network specification script file. TheGUI supports several
types of roads, including single-lane roads, multi-lane roads, crossroads, T-shape/L-
shape roads, and lane-merging roads. A snapshot of the GUI with different type
of roads is shown in Fig. 2. The GUI constructs a T-shape/L-shape road from a
crossroad by closing unused entrances. Four traffic lights are automatically placed
at the four corners of a crossroad when a user puts a crossroadon the GUI. In
addition, when a user connects a road to one of the crossroad’s entrance, the
GUI automatically puts one roadside unit at the place where the central divider
of the road joins the crossroad. By default, each roadside unit is equipped with an
802.11(a/b/g)-based radio. This arrangement is inspired by some ITS applications
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Fig. 1. The architecture of NCTUns

such as a collision warning system that needs roadside unitsto be deployed at
the crossroad for delivering warning messages. During simulation, a user can run
his/her own application programs on roadside units to provide different advanced
ITS functions.
After a user finishes his/her desired road network, the GUI will automatically export
the corresponding road network information into three configuration files. The first
one is the traffic signal information file. This file contains the information of each
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of the GUI of NCTUns

traffic signal deployed in the road network, including the type of each traffic signal,
such as a traffic light or a speed-limit sign, the coordinate of each traffic signal,
the facing direction of each traffic signal, and some type-specific data. For example,
the type-specific data of a traffic light include the initial state (e.g., green, yellow,
or red) and the group identifier, which is assigned to the fourtraffic lights around
a crossroad. In addition, the type-specific data of a speed-limit sign include the
maximum and minimum allowable speed on a road.
The second configuration file is the road network specification file. This file contains
the information of each road block, including the coordinates of the four corners
of a road block, the valid moving direction for vehicles moving on a road block,
which road blocks are chained to form a lane, which lanes are joined side by side
to form a multi-lane road. Take the road network shown in Fig.3 as an example.
In this square road network, road block 1, 3, 5, and 7 are chained to form a lane,
road block 2, 4, 6, and 8 are chained to form another lane, and these two lanes are
joined side by side to form a square road.
The third configuration file is the application execution file. This file contains the
information about when and on which node (e.g., a vehicle, a roadside unit, a traffic
light controller, etc.) to launch a specific application program. For example, for
the set of four traffic lights around a crossroad, the GUI automatically arranges a
signal-agent application to be run up on a traffic light controller to control the state
changes of these traffic lights during simulation. The application’s execution time
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and its corresponding traffic light controller node’s identifier are exported by the GUI
into the application execution file. In addition, the GUI arranges a default roadside-
unit application to be run up to forward network messages during simulation. This
application’s execution time and its corresponding roadside unit node’s identifier are
also exported into the application execution file.
The GUI also supports the view/radio obstacle. An obstacle is a rectangular object
that can block a vehicle driver’s view, and/or totally blockwireless signal or just
reduce the power of passing wireless signal. The information of each obstacle,
including the coordinates of its two diagonal corners, the ability of blocking view,
the ability of blocking wireless signal or reducing wireless signal power, and the
user-specified value of signal power attenuation (if this ability is enabled), is exported
by the GUI into the obstacle specification file.

• Vehicle Deployment
After a user constructs his/her desired road network, he/she can place a vehicle at
any place on the road network as the initial position of that vehicle. In case a user
does not care about the initial position of each vehicle, theGUI also provides a
facility for him/her to automatically deploy a specified number of vehicles on the
road network at a specified average distance between two neighboring vehicles on
the same lane. Through this facility, a user can also select which kind(s) of wireless
radio(s) should be equipped with a vehicle. Currently, the possible choices include
802.11(b) ad hoc mode radio, 802.11(b) infrastructure moderadio, GPRS radio,
and DVB-RCST satellite radio. In the future, 802.11(p) DSRCradio will soon be
included. The GUI will export the initial positions of all vehicles into the initial
position file.
During simulation, a car-agent (CA) application is responsible for controlling its
associated vehicle’s movement. A CA dynamically makes its moving decisions based
on the vehicle’s surrounding traffic and road conditions. When a vehicle is deployed
on a road network, the GUI will automatically arrange a CA to be run up on it
to control its movement. Each CA’s execution time and its corresponding vehicle
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node’s identifier are exported into the application execution file.
• Car Profile Setting

A car profile defines the vehicular moving characteristics, including a vehicle’s
maximum speed, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration. Currently, five
different car profiles are supported and each of them is recorded in a separate car
profile file. The GUI provides a facility for a user to edit eachcar profile and assign
the percentage of vehicles that will use a particular car profile during simulation.
According to the assignment, the GUI will automatically mapeach vehicle to a
specific car profile to match the percentage distribution. Finally, before a simulation
starts, this mapping information is exported into the car profile mapping file. At the
beginning of a simulation, a CA first knows its assigned car profile by searching its
entry in the car profile mapping file. Then it opens the corresponding car profile file
to read in the vehicular moving parameters.

• Network Protocol Setting
When we presented the function of vehicle deployment before, we mentioned that
several types of wireless radios can be selected to be equipped on a vehicle. NCTUns
realizes the simulation of different kinds of wireless radios by simulating different
network protocol stacks. In other words, a vehicle equippedwith a wireless radio is
associated with that radio’s corresponding protocol stack. Each layer of a protocol
stack is implemented as a protocol module in NCTUns. As such,a protocol stack can
be viewed as a series of protocol modules linked together. A useful facility, called the
“node editor,” is provided to help users easily select/replace protocol modules such
as mobile ad hoc routing protocol modules or buffer/queue management modules.
In addition, the value of each parameter associated with each module can be
modified by users through this facility. The information about the used protocol
stacks and module parameter values is exported by the GUI into the protocol stack
and parameter file.

Besides the aforementioned functions, the GUI can play animations of packet trans-
mission and vehicle movement, either during simulation or after simulation. This visual
display of simulation results greatly helps a user check thecorrectness of their network
protocol designs and vehicle movement behavior.

B. SE (Simulation Engine)

Before the SE starts a simulation, all required configuration files have been exported
by the GUI for the SE to read. When a simulation starts, the SE reads in the traffic
signal information file, the initial position file, the protocol stack and parameter file, the
obstacle specification file, and the application execution file. The SE also needs to read
in other configuration files. However, because they are not directly related to the settings
for a wireless vehicular ad hoc network simulation, they arenot explained in this chapter.

The traffic signal information file is read by the SE to build the signal information
database. The attributes of each traffic signal are recordedin this database for SA’s to
access during simulation. The initial position file is read by the SE for setting each
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vehicle’s initial position. During simulation, the latestpositions of all vehicles will be
updated and maintained in the car information database. Theprotocol stack and parameter
file is read by the SE for constructing each vehicle’s networkprotocol stack by linking
a series of protocol modules and for initializing the parameters associated with each
protocol module. In addition, the SE reads the obstacle specification file to set up radio
obstacles, which can block or reduce wireless signal power during simulation.

When reading the application execution file, the SE schedules the application-executing
events, which will be triggered during simulation. When an application-executing event is
triggered, the SE forks a CA process, a SA process, or a roadside-unit process, depending
on which application is specified. Like other applications forked by the SE, a CA process,
a SA process, or a roadside-unit process can be forked at any time during simulation and
then be killed at any time before the end of a simulation. The GUI allows a user to freely
specify the start/end time of an application. When a CA, a SA,or a roadside-unit process
is created, its corresponding node identifier used in the SE is recorded into a kernel data
structure through a NCTUns-specific system call. This information can be retrieved from
the kernel through another counterpart NCTUns-specific system call during simulation.
We will present how a CA process exploits this system call later.

In the SE, a TCP-based command server is set up to receive the commands issued
from a CA or a SA. According to the type of a command, the command server may
store/retrieve data into/from the signal information database or the car information
database. The operations between the command server and theCA or SA will be described
later.

As for the network protocol simulation, the network protocol stacks simulated in
NCTUns include the direct use of the real-life TCP/UDP/IP protocol stacks in the Linux
kernel and the simulations of MAC and PHY-layer protocols inthe user-level SE. From
both the left parts of the SE’s and CA’s depicted in Fig. 1, onesees that different CA’s
exchange their Internet packets with each other over real-life TCP or UDP connections.
These TCP/UDP connections are set up by the CA’s using the standard POSIX socket-
interface API’s. To give a more detailed description about how an Internet packet passes
through the simulated protocol stack, we use the example shown in Fig. 4 for illustration.
In the example, we assume that two vehicles move on the roads and they exchange their
Internet packets with each other. To simulate this case, twoCA’s are run up to control
these two vehicles (one for each vehicle) and the SE is run up to simulate the MAC and
PHY layers of the protocol stack. Because we only concern about the Internet packet
delivery function of a CA, only the related part of a CA is depicted in Fig. 4. Besides,
for brevity, we omit some SE protocol modules, such as the address resolution protocol
(ARP) module and routing protocol module, but only depict the MAC and PHY protocol
modules in Fig. 4. Suppose that the left CA initiates sendinga packet to the right CA,
the detailed packet delivery process is described below.

1) The agent logic of the left CA uses the standard POSIX socket-interface API’s
(e.g., sendto(), write(), etc.) to write a segment of data into the socket send buffer
in the kernel.

2) The data segment will first reach the TCP/UDP layer (which is defined as the
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transport layer in the OSI model). After being encapsulatedwith a TCP/UDP
header, this TCP/UDP packet is then passed to the IP layer (which is defined
as the network layer).

3) The TCP/UDP packet will be encapsulated again with an IP header and then be
written into a tunnel interface.

4) Later on, the user-level SE will retrieve the IP packet from the tunnel interface.
5) The media access control (MAC) protocol (which is defined as the datalink layer in

the OSI model) and the physical (PHY) protocol (which is defined as the physical
layer) are simulated in the SE. The fetched IP packet will be encapsulated again
with a MAC header and then sent from the sending PHY to the receiving PHY
under the control of the MAC protocol.

6) The MAC header of the MAC packet will be stripped off when the packet arrives
at the receiving MAC. The SE then writes the packet into another tunnel interface
in the kernel, which is associated with the right vehicle.

7) The kernel then delivers the IP packet from the tunnel interface to the IP layer.
Although this packet is received from the (pseudo) tunnel interface, the kernel
processes it in exactly the same way as it processes a packet received from a (real)
network interface. The IP header of the IP packet is then stripped off at the IP
layer, and then the packet is passed up to the TCP/UDP layer.

8) At the TCP/UDP layer, the TCP/UDP header of the TCP/UDP packet is stripped
off and the remaining data segment is then stored into the socket receive buffer.

9) Finally, the agent logic of the right CA uses the standard POSIX socket-interface
API’s (e.g., recvfrom(), read(), etc.) to read the data segment from the socket receive
buffer.

With the capability to use the real-life TCP/UDP/IP protocol stack in the Linux
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kernel, NCTUns generates realistic TCP/UDP/IP protocol stack simulation results for
wireless vehicular ad hoc networks. In addition, because a CA is an independent user-
level application program using the standard POSIX system calls to get services from
the operating system, it can be easily and quickly deployed in the real world without
any modification once its functions and performance have been verified in simulated
environments.

C. CA (Car Agent)

When a CA is forked by the SE, it reads the road network specification file to build
its own road network database. This database will be queriedby the agent logic during
simulation. According to our design, each CA has to build itsown road network database
instead of accessing a common road network database locatedin the SE, even though
the content of each CA’s database is the same. This design is based on the performance
consideration that the road network information query is very frequent and needs an
immediate response from the database. The CA also reads the car profile mapping file to
know which car profile is assigned to it and then reads the corresponding car profile file.
As stated before, different car profiles define different moving characteristics in terms
of maximum speed, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration. Finally, a CA
reads the obstacle specification file to construct visual obstacles for the driver.

A CA is an independent process that communicates with the command server located
within the SE through its car/signal information socket-interface API’s, which are TCP-
based. Besides, as stated before, a CA exchanges Internet packets with other CA’s
through its network packet socket-interface API’s, which are TCP- or UDP-based over
the simulated network. The operation of packet exchanges and the content carried in each
packet are defined by a user to satisfy the requirements of an ITS application. NCTUns
provides users with the flexibility to add or modify any operation in a CA.

A CA is the mobility controller of its associated vehicle simulated in the SE. The agent
logic in a CA is the decision maker that determines when to make an action. After setting
up the connection with the command server located within theSE, the agent logic first
retrieves the node identifier of the associated vehicle through a NCTUns-specific system
call. With the node identifier, the agent logic informs the command server to enable its
associated vehicle in the SE. In addition, the agent logic queries for its initial/current
position from the command server. The command server retrieves the queried position
from the car information database and then sends it back to the agent logic. Before
moving a vehicle from its initial position, the agent logic sets the current speed and
current acceleration of the vehicle to zero.

During simulation, the agent logic periodically updates/accesses the car and signal
information databases through the car/signal informationsocket-interface API’s. For
example, the agent logic may store/retrieve the current moving direction, current speed,
current acceleration, current position of its associated vehicle, or retrieve the state of a
traffic light that is nearest in front of its associated vehicle. The command server provides
not only update/access services but also data-analyzing services, such as the one used in
the traffic-light-state retrieving case. In this case, the command server first retrieves the
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current position of a specific vehicle indicated by the agentlogic from the car information
database and all traffic lights’ positions from the signal information database. Because
the command server does not have the road network information, the nearest traffic light
in front of a vehicle is obtained by doing some mathematical calculations based on
the information provided by the agent logic. For example, the agent logic specifies the
distance within which the nearest traffic light ahead of the vehicle should be returned
by the SE. After the SE identifies the nearest traffic light, the SE sends the state of the
traffic light to the agent logic. With this information, the agent logic can now control
the vehicle to either drive across a crossroad if the traffic light is green or stop it at a
crossroad if the traffic light is red.

Moreover, the agent logic can retrieve the position of the nearest vehicle that is located
within a specified area to its associated vehicle’s positionfrom the command server.
Because the command server does the analysis considering only the vehicular positions,
the agent logic has to analyze the retrieved position again with consideration of obstacle
objects. If the straight line between a vehicle’s position and the nearest vehicle’s position
crosses any obstacle’s rectangular area, then in the vehicle driver’s viewpoint the retrieved
so-called nearest vehicle should not be seen. For example, in Fig. 5, the agent logic on
behave of vehicle A’s driver tries to retrieve the nearest vehicle that is located within
a sector area in front of vehicle A. The agent logic has to specify the the angle of the
sector (say, 60 degrees) and the radius of the sector (say, 50meters) so that the command
server can search those qualified vehicles and return them tothe agent logic. Like that
shown in Fig. 5a, vehicle B and vehicle C are qualified vehicles. After the agent logic
obtains the returned vehicles’ positions, it checks if there is any obstacle located between
its associated vehicle (say, vehicle A) and those returned vehicles. Like that showed in
Fig. 5b, because the obstacles around the crossroad blocks the viewpoint from vehicle
A, the visual area from vehicle A does not include the whole sector area but only the
gray part within the sector area. As such, vehicle B should not be seen by vehicle A and
the nearest vehicle in front of vehicle A is finally determined to be vehicle C instead
of vehicle B. With this information, many mobility models can be applied in the CA to
simulate different vehicular moving behaviors.

Other commands are also provided for the agent logic to collect comprehensive
information to make driving decisions. For example, the agent logic obtains the direction
of a road ahead of the vehicle so that the vehicle can move in the correct direction on
the road. Another example is that the agent logic obtains theinformation of neighboring
lanes so that the vehicle can safely change lanes and/or overtake other vehicles. Yet
another example is that the agent logic obtains the information of the crossroad ahead of
the vehicle so that the vehicle can make a turn smoothly. On top of the default autopilot
intelligence, a user can easily add more intelligence into the agent logic of a CA. A user
can also easily replace the default autopilot intelligencewith more advanced autopilot
intelligence.
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Fig. 5. There are two phases to simulate a driver’s viewpoint: (a) the SE returns a driver’s viewpoint to
the CA only considering the relationship of vehicular position; (b) the CA determines a driver’s viewpoint
considering additionally the locations of all view obstacles based on the SE’s return

D. SA (Signal Agent)

The SA is responsible for controlling the state of a traffic signal or a set of traffic
signals. Many types of traffic signals can be supported in NCTUns. We take the traffic
light as an example here. The SA for controlling a set of traffic lights is forked by
the SE with its group identifier. As presented before, the four traffic lights surrounding
a crossroad are grouped together by assigning all of them a unique group identifier.
A traffic-light SA with a given group identifier is responsible for controlling the state
changes of the four traffic lights within the same group. Using the group identifier as an
index, the agent logic of a traffic-light SA uses the signal information socket-interface
API’s to retrieve the type-specific data of each traffic signal, such as the initial state of a
traffic light, from the command server located in the SE. The command server retrieves
the queried data from the signal information database and sends it back to the agent
logic. During simulation, the agent logic periodically swaps the states of the two pairs of
the traffic lights surrounding a crossroad. It uses the signal information socket-interface
API’s to update each traffic light’s state in the signal information database.

III. PLATFORM MANIPULATION

In this section, we will illustrate step by step how to manipulate the NCTUns platform
for conducting a wireless vehicular ad hoc network simulation. Several snapshots of the
GUI are shown to explain how to use the facilities supported by NCTUns.

A. Road Network Construction

After the GUI is started up, the GUI is in the draw topology mode. A user draws his/her
desired network topology on the GUI’s drawing field. Like that shown in Fig. 6, one sees
that there are four icons embedded on the GUI’s tool bar. Fromleft to right, they are used
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Fig. 6. Four different road construction tools

for deploying a single- or multi-lane road, deploying a crossroad, connecting different
types of roads, deploying a lane-merging road, respectively, on the GUI’s drawing field.

When a user wants to construct and deploy a single- or multi-lane road, he/she first
clicks the corresponding icon on the tool bar. Like that shown in Fig. 7, he/she then
follows the steps listed below to construct and deploy a road.

1) After clicking the icon to enable the road construction and deployment function,
he/she moves the mouse cursor to the drawing field where he/she wants to construct
and deploy a road.

2) When left-clicking the mouse on the drawing field, he/she will see a popped-up
configuration dialog box.

3) A user can specify the number of lanes of a road in both directions and the lane
width in meters in the dialog box. When finishing the settings, he/she clicks the
OK button to go back to the drawing field.

4) By repeatedly moving the mouse cursor and clicking the mouse’s left button, a
user can draw a road with continuous road segments.

5) Clicking the mouse’s right button will finish the road construction and deployment
process.

When a user wants to construct and deploy a crossroad, he/shefirst clicks the
corresponding icon on the tool bar. Like that shown in Fig. 8,he/she then follows the
steps listed below to construct and deploy a crossroad.

1) After clicking the icon to enable the crossroad construction and deployment
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Fig. 7. The steps to construct and deploy a single- or multi-lane road

function, he/she moves the mouse cursor to the drawing field where he/she wants
to construct and deploy a crossroad.

2) When left-clicking the mouse on the drawing field, he/she will see a popped-up
configuration dialog box.

3) A user can then specify the number of lanes of a road in both directions that will
connect to this crossroad as well as the lane width in meters in the dialog box.
When finishing the settings, he/she clicks the OK button to goback to the drawing
field.

4) Then he/she will see that a crossroad has been deployed anda traffic light controller
is automatically placed at the left-bottom corner of the crossroad.

When a user wants to construct and deploy a lane-merging road, he/she first clicks the
corresponding icon on the tool bar. Like that shown in Fig. 9,he/she then follows the
steps listed below to construct and deploy a lane-merging road.

1) After clicking the icon to enable the lane-merging construction and deployment
function, he/she moves the mouse cursor to the drawing field where he/she want
to construct and deploy a lane-merging road.

2) When left-clicking the mouse on the drawing field, he/she will see a popped-up
configuration dialog box.

3) A user can then specify the number of lanes of the “From” road in both directions,
the number of lanes of the “To” road in both directions, the lane width in meters,
and the orientation of the lane-merging road (either vertical or horizontal) in the
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Fig. 8. The steps to construct and deploy a crossroad

dialog box. When finishing the settings, he/she clicks the OKbutton to go back to
the drawing field.

4) Then he/she will see that a vertical or horizontal lane-merging road has been
constructed and deployed.

When a user wants to connect different types of roads, he/shefirst clicks the road
connector icon on the tool bar. Fig. 10 shows an example that demonstrates a road
connecting scenario. Note that a connecting procedure can only begin from a single- or
multi-lane road. As such, the four connecting procedures shown in Fig. 10, from left to
right, are from a 4-lane road to the 4-lane end of a lane-merging road, from a 2-lane
road to the 2-lane end of a lane-merging road, from a 2-lane road to the left entrance of
a crossroad, and from a 2-lane road to the right entrance of a crossroad, respectively.

B. Vehicle Deployment

After constructing and deploying a desired road network, a user may want to deploy
vehicles on the road network. Like that shown in Fig. 11, there are five vehicle icons
embedded on the GUI’s tool bar. From left to right, they are used for deploying a vehicle
with an 802.11(b) infrastructure mode radio, a vehicle withan 802.11(b) ad hoc mode
radio, a vehicle with a GPRS radio, a vehicle with a DVB-RCST satellite radio, and a
vehicle with all of the above-mentioned radios.

A user can first click the corresponding icon on the tool bar and then starts to manually
deploy vehicles one by one on the roads. Besides, a user can use the vehicle deployment
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Fig. 9. The steps to construct and deploy a lane-merging road

facility provided by the GUI to ask the GUI to automatically deploy a large number of
vehicles on the roads. Like that shown in Fig. 12, a user first left-clicks the N Tools
item on the GUI’s menu. Then he/she selects the ITS Network category in the popped-
up list. Finally, he/she selects the “Deploy cars automatically” facility in the popped-up
sub-list. In the popped-up facility dialog box, a user can specify which type of vehicle
that he/she wants the GUI to deploy on the roads, the average distance in meters between
two vehicles on the same lane, and the maximum number of totaldeployed vehicles on
the roads. By clicking the OK button, a user finishes the automatic vehicle deployment
process. Note that the actual number of deployed vehicles onthe roads may not be the
same as that specified in the dialog box. This is because if the“the maximum number of
total deployed vehicles on the roads” causes the “the average distance in meters between
two vehicles on the same lane” requirement not to be maintained, it is the “the average
distance in meters between two vehicles on the same lane” andthe total length of all
lanes on the roads that determine the final number of deployedvehicles.

C. Car Profile Setting

Before performing the car profile specification and the vehicle-to-car-profile mapping,
a user needs to first change the GUI’s operation mode from the draw topology mode to
the edit property mode. Like that shown in Fig. 13, a user left-clicks the N Tools item
on the GUI’s menu. Then he/she selects the ITS Network category in the popped-up list.
Finally, he/she selects the Configure cars profiles facilityin the popped-up sub-list. In
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Fig. 10. The road connector tool used to connect different types of roads

the popped-up dialog box, a user can edit each of the five car profiles by clicking the
corresponding Edit Profile button. A text-editor console will appear for the user to edit
the values of maximum speed, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration. In
addition, a user can assign the percentage of vehicles that will use a particular car profile
during simulation. After the assignment is finished, a user has to click the Generate the
car-profile mapping file button. The GUI will automatically map each vehicle to a specific
car profile to match the percentage distribution and export the mapping result into the
car profile mapping file. If a user wants to check or edit the mapping result, he/she can
click the Edit the car-profile mapping file button. A text-editor console will appear for
him/her to check or edit the file.

D. Network Protocol Setting

If a user wants to change the default protocol stack used for each different wireless
radio, or to change the default values of some protocol module’s parameters, he/she can
use the node editor facility. Because this facility can onlybe used in the edit property
mode of the GUI, a user needs to first change the operation modeto the edit property
mode. Then, like that shown in Fig. 14, a user follows the steps listed below to complete
what he/she desires to do.

1) A user first double-clicks a vehicle’s icon.
2) In the popped-up dialog box, a user then clicks the Node editor button.
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Fig. 11. Five different types of vehicles each of which is equipped with a different wireless radio

3) A node editor dialog box will be popped up for a user to select/replace protocol
modules.

4) If a user wants to modify the value of a parameter associated with a protocol
module, he/she just double-clicks that module in the node editor dialog box. A
new module dialog box will appear for him/her to modify.

E. Agent Setting

As presented before, when a vehicle, a traffic light controller, or a roadside unit is
deployed, the GUI will automatically arrange a car-agent application, a signal-agent
application, or a roadside-unit application to be run up to control it during simulation. If
a user wants to use his/her own application instead of the default one, he/she can follow
the steps depicted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

1) A user first changes the GUI’s operation mode to the edit property mode.
2) By double-clicking a vehicle’s icon, a traffic light controller’s icon, or a roadside

unit’s icon, a user obtains a popped-up dialog box.
3) In the dialog box, a user selects the tab of Application to see the application

execution specification. A user can change the specification(i.e., the command
name of the agent application program) to the name of his/herown agent application
program by clicking the Modify button.
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Fig. 12. The facility for automatically deploying a large number of vehicles on the roads

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATIONS

Besides the functionalities supported by a simulation platform, the required simulation
time and memory space are also important criteria to evaluate a simulator’s performance.
As such, in this section we evaluate the simulation performance of NCTUns in terms of
the elapsed time and the physical memory usage of each run-time component, including
the SE, the CA, and the SA. We choose two important system parameters, the number
of road blocks and the number of vehicles, and evaluate theirimpacts on simulation
performance of a simulated wireless vehicular ad hoc network. The simulation machine
used in our evaluations is a desktop computer equipped with aP4 2.53 GHZ CPU and
1 GB RAM. For each simulation case, the total simulated time is set to 500 seconds.

The topology of the simulated road network is a 6x6 grid network, as shown in Fig. 17.
The edge length of each grid is 1Km. Thus, the simulated field covers an area of 36
Km2. The edge of a grid is a road that is formed by four lanes. Each lane is in turn
formed by a single or multiple road block(s). In the grid roadnetwork, a crossroad
is positioned at each intersection. As mentioned before, a T-shape or a L-shape road
is simulated by closing the unused branch(es) of a crossroad, and a roadside unit is
automatically deployed by the GUI only when a road joins one branch of a crossroad.
Thus, no roadside unit is deployed at a closed branch.

The car profile settings and distribution shown in TABLE I areapplied to all simulation
cases. The maximum speed settings and distribution reflect the normal driving speeds
(from 40 Km/hr to 80 Km/hr) in a urban area, where the road network is similar to
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Fig. 13. The facility for editing five car profiles and settingthe car profile distribution among all vehicles

TABLE I
CAR PROFILE SETTINGS AND DISTRIBUTION

Profile Number 1 2 3 4 5
Percentage 10% 35% 35% 15% 5%

Max Speed (m/s) 11 14 17 19 22
Max Acceleration (m/s2) 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.2
Max Deceleration (m/s2) 3.67 4.67 5.67 6.33 7.33

the used grid topology. In these car profiles, the used maximum accelerations reflect the
characteristic of a vehicle that can accelerate from 0Km/hr to its maximum speed in
about ten seconds, and the used maximum decelerations reflect the characteristic of a
vehicle that can decelerate from its maximum speed to 0Km/hr in about three seconds.

Regarding the scenario of network packet delivery, the CA running on each vehicle is
programmed to broadcast a 1084-byte UDP packet (1056 bytes for the data payload, 20
bytes for the IP header, and 8 bytes for the UDP header) once per second to the vehicles
located within its wireless transmission range. A simplified wireless PHY-layer module is
used, which uses 250 and 550 meters as the wireless transmission range and interference
range, respectively. The used wireless MAC-layer module isbased on 802.11(b) standard.
No routing protocol is used as all packet transmissions are based on broadcast.
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Fig. 14. The node editor used to specify the network protocolstack, modules, and parameters

A. Number of Road Blocks

In the first evaluation, the number of vehicles is fixed and setto 200 in each of the five
simulation cases. Without changing the topology shown in Fig. 17, we vary the number
of road blocks on each lane from 1 to 5 in the five cases by purposely using different
sizes of road blocks. As such, we deploy in total 385, 721, 1,057, 1,393, and 1,729 road
blocks in these cases, respectively. The total number of road blocks deployed in a case
can be calculated by the formula:[Number of Crossroad + (Number of Roads ∗

Number of Lanes on each Road ∗ Number of Road Blocks on each Lane)].
Because the size of the area of the road network is kept the same in all cases, the

density of vehicles on the road network is the same in all cases. This keeps the simulation
overhead of broadcasting UDP packets about the same in all cases. Increasing the number
of road blocks will increase the size of the road network database. This may increase
the memory space usage of each CA as it needs to store every road block information
into its road network database. This may also increase the query time of a CA when it
searches for the information of a road block. For example, every time when a vehicle
reaches the end of a road block, it needs to get the information of the new road block
ahead of it. Thus, when the number of road blocks increases, we expect to see increased
physical memory usage for a CA and increased time for runninga simulation (i.e., the
elapsed time).

The results shown in TABLE II confirm the above conjectures. One sees that the
elapsed time increases slightly with the number of road blocks. In addition, as expected,
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Fig. 15. The execution setting of a car-agent application

TABLE II
ELAPSED TIME AND PHYSICAL MEMORY USAGE IN EACH CASE WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF ROAD

BLOCKS

Simulation Settings
Number of Vehicles 200

Number of Crossroads 49
Number of Roads 84

Number of Lanes on each Road 4
Number of Road Blocks on each lane 1 2 3 4 5

Total Number of Road Blocks 385 721 1,057 1,393 1,729

Simulation Results
Elapsed Time (min) 17.3 20.1 20.6 21.3 21.9

Physical Memory Usage of the SE (MB) 15.22 15.85 15.87 15.85 15.85
Physical Memory Usage of a CA (MB) 2.14 2.20 2.27 2.34 2.75
Physical Memory Usage of a SA (MB) 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08

the physical memory usage of a CA increases slightly with thenumber of road blocks.
The slight performance change between two adjacent cases indicates that the number of
road blocks has little impact on the simulation performanceof NCTUns.

B. Number of Vehicles

In the second evaluation, the number of road blocks is fixed and in total 1,729 road
blocks are deployed in each of the five simulation cases. Conversely, the number of
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Fig. 16. The execution settings of a signal-agent and a roadside-unit-agent applications
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Fig. 17. The topology of the grid road network used for performance evaluation

vehicles varies in each case and is set to 250, 275, 300, 325, and 350, respectively.
Because the total number of road blocks is the same in all cases, the overhead of the

road network database in terms of the access time and the physical memory consumption
by a CA is the same in all cases. Increasing the number of vehicles will increase the
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TABLE III
ELAPSED TIME AND PHYSICAL MEMORY USAGE IN EACH CASE WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF VEHICLES

Simulation Settings
Number of Road Blocks 1,729

Number of Vehicles 250 275 300 325 350

Simulation Results
Elapsed Time (min) 55.83 69.50 80.33 105.33 108.67

Physical Memory Usage of the SE (MB) 29 31 32 35 37
Physical Memory Usage of a CA (MB) 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75
Physical Memory Usage of a SA (MB) 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08

vehicle density on the road network. As such, the SE needs to spend more time on
broadcasting (and receiving) more UDP packets. Also, the SEneeds to consume more
memory space for storing these UDP packets in its program during simulation. Thus,
it is expected to see increased time for running the simulation and increased physical
memory usage for the SE.

The results shown in TABLE III confirm the above conjectures.One sees that the
elapsed time and the physical memory usage of the SE increasewith the number of
vehicles deployed on the road network.

V. RELATED WORK

In TABLE IV, we list several simulators designed for conducting wireless vehicular
ad hoc network research. Based on the design approach, thesesimulators are classified
into two categories: federated simulators, including CORSIM/QuelNet [3], VISSIM/ns2
[4], CARISMA/ns2 [5], and SUMO/ns2 (TraNS) [6], and integrated simulators, including
NCTUns, SWANS [7], MoVES [8], AutoMesh [9], and VANET [10].

The conceptual architecture of a federated simulator is shown in Fig. 18. This approach
employs a middleware to interconnect a network simulator (e.g., [11]–[14]) and a
traffic simulator (e.g., [15]–[19]). The middleware provides bidirectional links, usually
realized by TCP connections, between the two simulators. Because the traffic simulator is
responsible for simulating road networks and vehicle mobility, the latest position of every
vehicle is sent from the traffic simulator to the network simulator during simulation. The
position update is performed periodically or by the requestfrom the network simulator.
Conversely, in the network simulator, if a vehicle receivesa message from the wireless
vehicular ad hoc network and this message makes it decide to change its driving behavior
(e.g., to change the current route to avoid congested or dangerous area or to stop
immediately to avoid a forthcoming collision, etc.), the network simulator sends a request
to the traffic simulator asking for such a change. Issuing such a request usually is the
result of analyzing the information contained in the received message by the application
program running on the vehicle.

The architectural advantage of the federated approach is that in theory it can combine
any traffic simulator with any network simulator. However, in practice it is difficult
to do so (if not totally impossible). Two independent simulators may have different
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designs, implementations, and definitions. For example, the used coordinate systems and
the representations of continuous vehicular movement may be different. A transformation
mechanism for accommodating these differences must exist in the middleware at the cost
of performance degradation during simulation. In addition, because the two simulators
are loosely coupled and may need to be run on different machines over a network due
to different operating system platform requirements, the simulation performance may
be quite low due to excessive message transfers (e.g., for fine-grain simulation time
synchronization) between the two simulators. Yet another problem with this approach is
that if any of the two simulators is a commercial software without opening its source
code for a researcher to modify, it will be quite difficult (ifnot totally impossible) to
provide a fast feedback loop between their program code executions. Even though some
commercial software exports some pre-defined application program interfaces (API) for
external software programs to use, the API’s may not accommodate the demands of
comprehensive ITS applications.

On the other hand, the integrated approach tries to add network simulation functions
into an existing traffic simulator, or add microscopic vehicle movement simulation
functions into an existing network simulator, or to developa new simulator from scratch
with all of these capabilities. The conceptual architectures of the above three kinds of
integrated simulator are shown in Fig. 19. In Fig. 19a, communication model and network
protocol simulation capabilities are added into an existing traffic simulator. Because
there are various communication models and network protocols used in the real life
and they can be very complicated (e.g., IEEE 802.16(e) WiMAX), this method requires
a huge amount of time and effort. As such, our survey found no integrated simulator
adopting this method. In contrast, in Fig. 19b, an existing network simulator is extended
to include the capabilities of road network simulation and vehicle mobility models. This
method is more feasible and incurs less cost because a network simulator already has the
capability to simulate mobile node movement (e.g., the commonly used random waypoint
mobility model). Based on this capability, it just needs to simulate road networks and
support more realistic mobile node mobility models generated from a microscopic traffic
simulator. Relatively, this task is easier to accomplish than simulating various complicated
communication models and network protocols. As such, NCTUns and SWANS adopt this
method to take advantage of their existing network simulation capabilities. Yet another
method is to develop all required components from scratch toconstruct a new simulator,
which is represented by Fig. 19c. MoVES, AutoMesh, and VANETadopt this method.
Conceivably, this method will require a very huge amount of time and effort to develop
a complete simulator from scratch.

Unlike the federated approach, the integrated approach hasthe advantage that the
program code of the traffic and network simulation subsystems are tightly integrated
as a single program. As such, the feedback loop between them exists naturally and is
very efficient in providing feedback to the other simulationsubsystem. This capability
is very important for advanced ITS applications and research in which a vehicle needs
to immediately change its driving behavior after receivinga message from a wireless
vehicular network.
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TABLE IV
M ICROSCOPICMOBILITY AND OTHER FEATURES OFTRAFFIC/NETWORK SIMULATORS (C.F.: CAR

FOLLOWING, L.C.: LANGE CHANGING, R.O.: RADIO OBSTACLES, V.T.: V ISUALIZATION TOOL)

Traffic/Network Simulator Approach Microscopic Mobility
C.F. L.C. R.O. V.T.

CORSIM/QuelNet federated yes yes no yes
VISSIM/ns2 federated yes yes no yes

CARISMA/ns2 federated yes no yes yes
SUMO/ns2 (TraNS) federated yes no no yes

NCTUns integrated yes yes yes yes
SWANS integrated yes yes no no
MoVES integrated yes no no yes

AutoMesh integrated yes no yes yes
VANET integrated yes yes no yes

Road Networks Communication Models

Network Protocols

Network Simulator

Mobility Models

Middleware

Traffic Simulator

Fig. 18. The conceptual architecture of a federated traffic/network simulator

In TABLE IV, we compare the microscopic mobility and other important features
of each simulator. These features include car following, lane changing, radio obstacles,
and the visualization tool. The car-following capability is supported by all simulators
as without it vehicles will move randomly instead of following their head vehicles on
paved roads. This will generate inconvincible simulation results as the resulting vehicular
moving paths do not reflect the paths in the real life.

To have the lane-changing capability, a platform must support multi-lane roads
and more intelligent vehicular driving behaviors in the used vehicle mobility models.
TABLE IV shows that some platforms do not have this capability. Lacking this capability
will limit the uses of the simulator to only a few scenarios. For example, without this
capability, if a vehicle breaks down on a multi-lane road, the vehicles behind it can only
stop because no lane-changing operation can be used. However, in the real life, they
can change lanes to avoid this broken vehicle. In addition, lacking the lane-changing
capability means that no overtaking will occur during simulation. As such, the topology
of the vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) formed on the roads will not change much
during simulation. Since this does not reflect the situations in the real life, the simulation
results of network protocol study on such a simplified and unrealistic VANET may be
misleading.

Regarding radio obstacles, they can be used to totally blockthe transmission of wireless
signal or reduce the power of wireless signal. Radio obstacles can significantly affect
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Fig. 19. Three different methods for constructing an integrated traffic/network simulator: (a) adding
communication models and network protocols into a traffic simulator; (b) adding road networks and mobility
models into a network simulator (e.g., NCTUns and SWANS); (c) develop all required components to form
a new simulator (e.g., MoVES, AutoMesh, and VANET)

the performance of network protocols on wireless networks.For a network simulator,
supporting radio obstacles is an important capability. TABLE IV shows that only
NCTUns, CARISMA/ns2, and AutoMesh have this capability.

The last capability compared is the support of a visualization tool. It is a GUI
program displaying the road networks and vehicular movement during simulation or
after a simulation is finished. This tool provides visual observations of a simulated
network. Moreover, some visualization tools also provide the capabilities of interacting
with the simulated network during simulation, such as dynamically changing some system
parameters of the simulated network or dynamically controlling vehicular mobility. A
visualization tool is very useful in specifying, controlling, and observing the simulated
network. TABLE IV shows that every platform has a visualization tool except SWANS.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we present NCTUns, an open source simulatorthat tightly integrates
communication/network simulation with road/traffic simulation and provides a fast
feedback loop between them. This unique capability enablesa user to use NCTUns
to study advanced ITS applications in which a vehicle needs to change its moving
behavior immediately after receiving a message from a neighboring vehicle or from
the infrastructure network. We present the architecture, design, and implementation of
NCTUns in this chapter. We also illustrate how to use NCTUns for conducting a wireless
vehicular ad hoc network simulation. More information about this tool is available at
http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html.
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